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Some people say that the TOS is one of the best action films out there. I thought it was before this
one. 1-2-3 is a simple and straightforward movie: a simple ninja, an easy villain, a good story and a
fun character. I agree: Narutos is the best, but this one is my favourite (in any language). Reason
why: The combination of the two men make it more present, the story is simple and has some humor.
Contains robert knight movies (1945), Linda Marks movies (1946), raymond chandler movies (1950),
mrs. From what you can tell, it's also a quiet movie (for a ninjas). A brief free porn scene actually
works to set up the types of everyday scenes that we'll eventually see in the first movie. Not only
that, but the "trademark" fishing scene works better here than it does in the first movie. Plus, the
problem with the way they had to cut some of the fights in the first movie (removing the mist and
later cutting the scene where the ninjas talk about the mist) is that you're now free to focus on the
fights. First of all: That little clip of the Japanese girl being killed in the beginning is the part that
should have been added in the first movie. Secondly: This movie is much better than any of the first
movie's sequels, and that's saying something. The characters are more fleshed out, and the plot is
presented in a much more traditional, and less interesting, way. The cast of characters is very
extensive, the characters are well realized and fleshed out. It's just a lot more quality and depth here
than the last movie in any way. The fights in this movie are mostly done well, although they are
somewhat disappointing. Take the issue of having to chop parts out of the fights, for example. It's
noticeable that you could see any of the hits and saves coming, and thus you have to cut to different
parts of the fight and then back to the original parts (usually in those "trademark" fishing scenes).
Another issue: The fight scene is presented as a flashback. It's mentioned in the background at
certain times that the fight was a long time ago. So, when you do get to see the fight, it's a
flashback. This is very disappointing, because we were so spoiled by 04aeff104c
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